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Abstract— There is a growing pressure on antenna designers to 

provide ever increasing operating bandwidth, efficiency and 

flexibility. Emerging communications standards are requiring 

operation over wide frequency ranges, often with multiple, 

separated bands of operation. This paper proposes and 

demonstrates an optically tunable cavity backed slot antenna. 

Through the incorporation of four silicon bridging pieces and a 

fiber coupled laser, the operating frequency can be tuned between 

4.2 GHz and 6 GHz. Antenna efficiency has been measured and 

ranges between 36% and 62% depending upon the combination of 

frequency and tuning state, with the gain taking values between 

4.3 dBi and 6.9 dBi. An effective fabrication process for the 

incorporation of silicon into the antenna has been described, as 

well as methods for effectively simulating the optically generated 

conductivity. Simulations and measurements show good 

agreement, and several proposed improvements are proposed for 

this novel and flexible tuning technology. 

 
Index Terms— Tunable Antenna, Optical Tuning, Simulation, 

Measurement, Multi Frequency. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IRELESS communications systems are becoming 

increasingly complex. Many new communications 

protocols are no longer relying on single contiguous blocks of 

spectrum, but are designed to simultaneously utilize several 

bands which can be far apart[1]. For short range, very high data 

rate applications, there is much ongoing research into high 

frequency communications systems, particularly around 

60 GHz [2]. Such high frequency systems introduce new 

challenges with high path loss necessitating high gain and 

steerable antennas. This tunability and steering needs to be 

implemented without introducing excessive distortion into the 

system. Conventional tuning approaching rely on varactor or 

PIN diodes [3-5] or more recently MicroElectroMechanical 

Systems (MEMS) switches[6-8]. These approaches have a 

number of drawbacks, the main one being that they require bias 

networks to control the tunable devices. In the case of simple 

antennas at low frequencies this is achievable, however with 

large antenna arrays and at higher frequencies such bias 

networks can significantly affect the system performance. The 

other important issue is that of non-linearity, in the case of diode 

tuning, intermodulation distortion can be a major effect, 

especially on the transmit side where powers are high[4,5]. 

MEMS based system are more linear than diodes, but there 

remain a number of issues to be solved before their widespread 

adoption takes place, in particular around reliability and “hot” 
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switching [6,7].  

 

In this paper we demonstrate a novel tuning methodology based 

upon optically generated conductivity in a semiconductor 

which overcomes many of the issues outlined above. This 

approach has been researched for a number of years [9,10] and 

relies on the generation of an electron-hole plasma at the surface 

of a semiconductor. This occurs when the semiconductor is 

illuminated with light with energy greater than the 

semiconductor band gap. Thus the main advantage is that there 

is no physical connection between the tuning mechanism (the 

light source) and the microwave circuits. This removes the 

requirement for bias circuits and allows for very large arrays to 

be illuminated with many light sources simultaneously. A 

further important advantage is that the electron-hole plasma has 

no inherent PN junction and thus has no diode based non-

linearity. Initial assessments of the linearity of this approach 

have been carried out [11] and these show linearity similar to 

MEMS based devices.  There is a significant disadvantage to 

optical tuning, the requirement for a light source, which can 

require a number of watts of electrical power to operate. 

However, very rapid progress in laser and LED design has 

occurred over the past 20 years and now high power laser [12] 

and LED arrays[13] are becoming available which allow optical 

tuning technology to be implemented. This is most likely to be 

in applications where the extra DC power for the light source is 

not critical to the overall system design such as in radars or 

mobile phone base stations, but where high linearity and 

reliability is important. 

Optically controlled antennas have been studied previously and 

[14] shows results for a planar microstrip dipole antenna.  This 

paper shows results for a cavity backed slot antenna design that 

could be useful in higher power transmit antennas where the 

majority of the radiation should be in the forward direction. 

High efficiency operation is obtained along with wide band 

tuning and pattern switching effects which show potential for 

application in future communication and radar systems.  

The paper is structured as follows : Section II shows the 

optically induced conductivity profiles that are used in 3D full 

wave modelling. Section III describes the fabrication of the 

antennas. Section IV shows the simulated performance using 

CST Microwave Studio. Section V shows the measured results 

and Section VI draws conclusions 
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II. OPTICAL INTERACTIONS WITH SILICON 

There are a number of processes that occur when a 

semiconductor is illuminated with light including electron-hole 

pair generation, recombination and carrier diffusion. These are 

well understood and we have used this physics to develop a  3D 

electromagnetic model for the microwave behavior of these 

plasmas which is outlined in [15]. Using this approach the 

conductivity profile within intrinsic silicon under differing 

illumination powers is shown in (b) 

Figure 1(a). The parameters used here are wavelength=980nm, 

absorption coefficient, =100cm-1 [16] (equivalent to absorption 

depth of 100m), bulk carrier lifetime, Bulk=10s [15], surface 

recombination velocity S=20 cms-1[15] and  diffusion length, 

Ln=120m[15]. It can be seen that the illumination causes a 

conductivity maximum close to the silicon surface, and the 

generated charge carriers diffuse exponentially away from the 

surface. The drop in conductivity at the surface is related to the 

surface recombination velocity and represents the effects of 

surface states [15]. (b) 

Figure 1 also shows how the modelled conductivity profile is 

converted into nested blocks of differing material properties, 

which will be subsequently incorporated into the simulation 

model. 

 

 

 

 

III. ANTENNA DESIGN AND FABRICATION 

In order to demonstrate this tuning methodology, whilst 

maintaining practical parameters of device size, operating 

frequency and measureability, it was decided to fabricate a 

simple slot antenna operating close to 5 GHz. Shown in Figure 

2, the design consists of a 33.6 mm × 2 mm slot machined into 

a 0.7 mm thick brass ground plane, the slot was backed with a 

54 mm × 54 mm × 17 mm cavity, with the 17 mm depth chosen 

to be close to one quarter of the operating wavelength, giving 

constructive forward addition between the direct radiation from 

the slot, and that reflected from the inside back wall of the 

cavity. The cavity acts to increase the directivity of the antenna, 

and also aid measurement. The antenna can be easily mounted 

on a rotation stage for pattern measurement, with the main beam 

facing away from the mounting equipment (a slot without 

cavity would radiate equally in both directions, causing 

perturbations and interactions with any mounting equipment or 

stand). Tunability is afforded by the incorporation of four 

bridging pieces, spaced at 2 mm intervals from one end of the 

slot. Each bridging piece consists of a 1.3 mm × 10 mm × 

0.38 mm piece of un-doped silicon wafer. On to the cleaned, 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 1 – (a) Depth conductivity profile in silicon resulting from 

several different illumination powers showing conductivity blocks 

used in modelling and (b) 2D Block structure including effects of 

lateral carrier diffusion 
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etched wafer is sputter coated 500 nm of gold (with a 10 nm 

titanium adhesion layer). Photolithography is used to create a 

0.3 mm gap in the gold and titanium, giving a very precise slot 

in the metallization.  The metallized parts of the silicon were 

then bonded to the brass ground plane using conductive silver 

epoxy adhesive. Small silicon pieces were chosen as opposed 

to filling the whole slot, in order to reduce dielectric losses of 

the antenna (where high fields in the dielectric material are 

likely to cause inefficiencies). The photolithography with 

preceding cleaning and etching provides a good electrical bond 

between the metallization and silicon, reducing the potential 

Ohmic losses caused by impurities or the naturally occurring 

silicon dioxide layer which would otherwise be present on the 

silicon. The size and spacing of the silicon pieces were chosen 

following a trade-off between antenna efficiency and tuning 

range, but many options would be possible depending upon the 

desired antenna behavior. A preliminary simulation parameter 

sweep determined the best position of the feed, consisting of a 

coaxial cable with the outer ground sheath bonded to one side 

of the slot in the brass plane, with the central conductor bonded 

to the opposite side. The positioning was intended to give a 

good match across all tuning states, and was found to be 6 mm 

from the slot end. 

 
Illumination is provided by a 980 nm fiber coupled laser 

diode, with a maximum total optical power output of 2 W. For 

this set of measurements, the total output power was maintained 

at 1 W and illuminates the desired silicon bridging piece 

directly, achieving an intensity of 35 Wcm-2. For the purposes 

of this work, the optical efficiency was not investigated, with 

the main focus being on the tunability and antenna operating 

parameters. Practical designs could employ integrated optical 

sources, or potentially an addressable array coupled with a 

micro lens array or light pipe in order to achieve the same level 

of tunability with significantly reduced optical power. The 

fabricated antenna and the positions and mounting of the fiber 

illumination are shown in Figure 3. A laser cut acrylic fiber 

holder was designed and constructed to allow accurate and 

secure positioning of the fiber at the desired locations. 

Additionally, the gold layer provides a natural optical mask 

ensuring that the illumination only falls on the desired silicon 

position. 

 

 

Figure 2 - Schematic showing antenna design (top), detail of 

500nm gold, with gap on silicon piece (middle), and vertical 

elevation (bottom). 
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IV. SIMULATED BEHAVIOR 

Several simulations were carried out to predict the antenna 

behavior under differing illumination conditions. The geometry 

and material properties were recreated in CST Microwave 

Studio [17], with the simulated frequency range set to 0 GHz to 

20 GHz, with farfield monitors set up at 500 MHz intervals 

between 2 GHz and 11 GHz to allow efficiency predictions 

over that range. Following the methodology in (b) 

Figure 1, the optically generated conductivity was recreated 

by incorporating several nested blocks of appropriate electrical 

properties (conductivity and permittivity), following the curve 

for 35 Wcm-2 giving a surface conductivity of 1000 Sm-1. The 

resultant predicted return loss for the five illumination states 

(each of the positions illuminated in turn, as well as the 

unilluminated case) are shown in Figure 4. This shows the clear 

tuning effect of the illumination as it is applied at each of the 

positions. As intended the match improves from -12 dB at 4.25 

GHz to around -20 dB at 4.5 GHz (the trend implies that the 

best match may occur around 4.8 GHz, but there are no tuning 

states at this frequency). Additionally the total tuned range 10 

dB bandwidth is 1.85 GHz or 37% albeit with some small gaps 

within that band. Further design refinements could ensure that 

each of the tuned states were sufficiently close to offer a 

continuous sub -10 dB   match over the whole tuned range. 

 
 

In order to determine whether the return loss tuning seen in 

Figure 4 gives rise to a corresponding radiative tuning effect, 

the predicted antenna efficiency was also simulated at each 

antenna state. This is calculated by first simulating the full 3D 

radiation pattern and then integrating the energy at a given 

frequency incident upon the bounding walls of the simulated 

volume. This is then compared to the port input energy at that 

frequency. The resultant predicted efficiency behaviors are 

shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
The predicted efficiency profile can be seen to largely follow 

the return loss resonance ranges, with the fundamental 

resonance at 4.25 GHz moving up to 5.8 GHz. The entirety of 

the tuned range from 3.9 GHz up to 5.9 GHz maintains an 

efficiency of 50% or above, with each of the peaks around 75% 

efficient.  There is a relatively strong null in radiation around 

6.3 GHz, with none of the tuned states giving an efficiency 

greater than 11% at this frequency. This may be due to some 

mismatch resonance within the feed structure preventing energy 

getting to the slot, or potentially the cavity itself having a 

destructive resonance. 

 
Figure 3 - Schematic of cavity backed slot antenna with four 

photoconductive slot pieces, showing fiber illumination positions 

(top), photograph (bottom). 

 

 
Figure 4 - Simulated return loss for cavity backed slot antenna 

for each of tuning states. 

 

 
Figure 5 - Simulated total efficiencies of the cavity backed slot 

antenna for each of the illumination positions (top) and zoomed 

selection (bottom). 
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V. MEASURED BEHAVIOR 

The fabricated antenna was first characterized using a Vector 

Network Analyzer (VNA), with the return loss measured for 

each of the five tuning states. The measured results are shown 

in Figure . 

 
As the illumination is applied, and moved through positions 

further from the edge of the slot, it can be seen that there is a 

clear tuning effect, with the main resonance moving from 4.5 

GHz up to 5.75 GHz. The total tuned range 10dB bandwidth is 

1.75 GHz or 35% of the center of the tuning range. 

Interestingly, with illumination at Position 4, closest to the 

center of the slot, the antenna shows no clear resonance close to 

this range. This is likely to be caused by the limitations of the 

feed matching; as the effective slot length and resonant 

frequency change, so does the position of the 50 Ohm point. 

Eventually the feed will be poorly matched. Additionally, there 

is a strong mismatch at 6.4 GHz, which does not vary with 

illumination. This strong mismatch may be caused by the cavity 

resonance. Predictions for an unslotted and unloaded cavity 

show that 17 mm deep gives an in phase constructive match at 

4.6 GHz, but will have a reflected component 90o out of phase 

at around 5.7 GHz. For the slotted slightly loaded case, these 

frequencies may be shifted, giving the strong narrow mismatch 

at 6.4 GHz. In future we will investigate other feeding 

mechanisms such as proximity feeding which can be more 

broadband in nature. 

 

Comparing the measured return loss result in Figure 6, with the 

simulated return loss result in Figure 4, it can be seen that there 

is good agreement with the general tuning trend for all of the 

states, except for Position 4, which in the simulated case shows 

a reasonable -11 dB resonance at 5.8 GHz, compared to a -7 dB 

resonance at 6.2 GHz. For each of the other tuning states there 

is good agreement, with any small differences in frequency or 

match resulting from fabrication tolerances. 

 

In order to verify the radiative nature of the tuning, as predicted 

by simulations in Figure 5, the efficiency measurement 

technique described in [18] was employed. This technique 

involves measuring the full 3D pattern from the antenna under 

test at the chosen frequency. A highly efficient reference 

monopole antenna at the chosen frequency is also measured. 

The total radiated power from both antennas is calculated and 

the ratio taken to arrive at an estimate of the relative efficiency 

of the antenna under test to that of the reference. This process 

is described by Equation (1), where 𝜂𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 is the efficiency of the 

antenna under test,   |𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑|2 and |𝐸𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡|2are the squared 

magnitude of the electric field of the standard and test antenna 

respectively, proportional to the power at that position for the 

farfield case. S denotes the surface over which the electric fields 

are integrated. 

 

 

 𝜂𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 =  
∯ |𝐸𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡|2𝑑𝑆

𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒

∯ |𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑|2𝑑𝑆
𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒

 (1) 

 

The reference antennas have been externally characterized and 

have efficiencies of at least 95%. Since we are predominantly 

interested in trends and coarse predictions here, this is sufficient 

for our characterization. 

 

The full 3D radiation pattern for the cavity-backed slot antenna 

for each tuning state and each frequency of interest; 4.5 GHz, 

4.8 GHz, 5.3 GHz and 5.8 GHz (as determined by the identified 

resonances in Figure 6) was measured in a fully  anechoic 

screened chamber employing the set up shown in Figure 7. The 

laser was mounted on a vertical post, with a slack optical fiber 

used to direct the light to the desired location whilst allowing 

free movement of the top rotation mount. An identical set up 

was used to then measure each of the reference antennas at the 

desired frequency for subsequent comparison. 

 
The results of this campaign are shown in Figure 8. These 

generally follow the anticipated behavior predicted by both 

simulation and the S11 measurements. At 4.5 GHz, the antenna 

is most efficient, and has the highest gain when unilluminated. 

At 4.8 GHz, there is similar behavior between states where 

 
Figure 6 - Measured return loss of illuminated cavity backed slot 

antenna with photoconductive pieces for five tuning states. 

 

 
Figure 7 - Schematic showing chamber mounting, Phi and Theta 

definitions and illumination methodology (left), mounting head 

detail (right). 
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illumination is applied at either position 1, or position 2. At 5.3 

GHz, illumination at Position 2 gives the best performance, and 

at 5.8 GHz the Position 3 illumination clearly gives the highest 

efficiency and gain at 62.3 % and 6.9 dBi respectively. There is 

an additional overall trend that the efficiency of the antenna is 

generally better at higher frequencies (and in higher tuning 

states). This may be due to the fact that losses are introduced by 

the silicon bridging pieces. As illumination is applied to a 

silicon piece, the losses in the lower numbered pieces (i.e. the 

pieces away from the feed) are less important as the main 

radiating fields are concentrated on the feed side of the slot. For 

example, observing Figure 3, if we illuminate position 3 

(effectively creating an electrical short), then the radiating slot 

no longer encompasses the silicon pieces at positions 1 and 2. 

Hence only the losses associated with silicon piece 4 are present 

when illuminating piece 3. This observation would indicate that 

a future design should seek to reduce the losses caused by these 

silicon pieces (for example, by reducing further their size and 

thickness) and using the minimum number required. The 

bridging piece at position 4 provides no useful tuning state so 

could be removed, potentially giving an efficiency 

improvement. 

 
Summary plots of the measured radiation patterns for all of 

the tuning states and frequencies of interest are shown in Figure 

9. These phi plane (phi = 0o) cuts show the measured S21 total 

power. The values are not normalized, to allow comparison 

between different frequencies. These plots are consistent with 

the calculated efficiency values, with the appropriate tuning 

states giving the highest S21 values at each frequency. 

Additionally, it can be seen that at all frequencies there is a 

slight squint of the pattern, with all frequencies radiating most 

strongly close to ϴ = 20o, caused mainly by the feed location. 

There is virtually no back radiation present due to the 

appropriate ground plane and cavity back used on the antenna. 

Observing the 5.3 GHz and 5.8 GHz plots, it is interesting to 

see that with the unilluminated and position 1 illumination 

states, there is a deep null at ϴ = 0o, and strong lobes becoming 

apparent in the pattern. This indicates that there is some 

excitation of a higher order mode of the slot. However when the 

position 3 illumination is applied, the pattern becomes similar 

to the first order mode behavior seen at 4.5 GHz without 

illumination. This points towards possible future designs, where 

illumination can be used to switch between resonant modes of 

an antenna and alter the radiation pattern whilst maintaining the 

same resonant frequency. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A tunable slot antenna design has been developed. Through 

the addition of small silicon bridging pieces and a cavity back 

to a standard slot antenna, a viable tunable structure has been 

designed, fabricated and measured. This antenna has a 10 dB 

tuned range total bandwidth of 32% (from 4.4 GHz to 6.0 GHz) 

and an RF efficiency of up to 62 %. Pattern reconfigurability 

has also been seen, with the ability to optically switch a very 

strong pattern null on and off. Although promising, there 

remain several challenges to optimizing this design. Firstly, the 

efficiencies vary significantly between states (with only around 

36 % at the lower end of the tuned range). Losses arise from the 

incorporation of the silicon pieces, and there is scope for further 

refinement of this aspect of the antenna, as well as a trade-off 

between efficiency and tunable range (both in terms of 

bandwidth and in terms of continuity and frequency spacing 

between switched states). There is significant scope for 

improving the optical feeding method either through the 

addition of tailored focusing optics, or the direct incorporation 

of illumination sources such as surface mount lasers. This work 

demonstrates that optically induced conductivity in silicon is a 

viable tuning methodology for antennas, and that good RF 

efficiencies are achievable. 
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Figure 8 - Measured total efficiency (top) and gain (bottom) of 

the cavity backed slot antenna at four frequencies for each of the 

four tuning states. 
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Figure 9 - Measured S21 phi plane cut (phi = 0o) of the cavity 

backed slot antenna. Radius values are in dB, and are un-

normalized to allow comparison between frequencies. 
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